How can we analyze enormous networks including the Web and social networks which have hundreds of billions of nodes and edges? Network analyses have been conducted by various graph mining methods including shortest path computation, PageRank, connected component computation, random walk with restart, etc.
INTRODUCTION
How can we analyze enormous networks including the Web and social networks which have hundreds of billions of nodes and edges? Various graph mining algorithms including shortest path computation [8, 11] , PageRank [2] , connected component computation [9, 19] , and random walk with restart [15] , have been developed for network analyses and many of them are expressed in generalized matrix-vector multiplication form [28] . As graph sizes increase exponentially, many e orts have been devoted to nd scalable graph processing methods which could perform large-scale matrix-vector multiplication e ciently on distributed systems.
Recently, several graph processing systems have been proposed to perform such computations in billion-scale graphs; they are divided into single-machine systems, distributed-memory, and MapReducebased systems. However, they all have limited scalability. I/O efcient single-machine systems including GraphChi [30] cannot process a graph exceeding the external-memory space of a single machine. Similarly, distributed-memory systems like GraphLab [13] cannot process a graph that does not t into the distributed-memory. On the other hand, MapReduce-based systems [20, 26, 28, 39, 42] , which use a distributed-external-memory like GFS [12] or HDFS [48] , can handle much larger graphs than single-machine or distributedmemory systems do. However, the MapReduce-based systems succeed only in non-iterative graph mining tasks such as triangle counting [39, 40] and graph visualization [20, 26] . ey have limited scalability for iterative tasks like PageRank because they need to read and shu e the entire input graph in every iteration. In MapReduce [7] , shu ing massive data is the main performance bottleneck as it requires heavy disk and network I/Os, which seriously limit the scalability and the fault tolerance.
us, it is desirable to shrink the amount of shu ed data to process matrix-vector multiplication in distributed systems.
In this paper, we propose PMV (Pre-partitioned generalized Matrix-Vector multiplication), a new scalable graph mining algorithm performing large-scale generalized matrix-vector multiplication in distributed systems. PMV succeeds in processing billionscale graphs which all other state-of-the-art distributed systems fail to process, by signi cantly reducing the shu ed data size, and the costs of network and disk I/Os. PMV partitions the matrix of input graph once, and reuses the partitioned matrices for all iterations. Moreover, PMV carefully assigns the partitioned matrix blocks to each worker to minimize the I/O cost. PMV is a general Set of matrix elements (p, q, m p,q ) ∈ M (i, j) where |out (q) | ≥ θ |M | Number of non-zero elements in M (= number of edges in a graph) ⊗ User-de ned matrix-vector multiplication framework that can be implemented in any distributed framework; we implement PMV on Hadoop and Spark, the two most widely used distributed computing frameworks. Our main contributions are the following:
• Algorithm. We propose PMV, a new scalable graph mining algorithm for performing generalized matrix-vector multiplication in distributed systems. PMV is designed to reduce the amount of shu ed data by partitioning the input matrix before iterative computation. Moreover, PMV splits the partitioned matrix blocks into two regions and applies di erent placement strategies on them to minimize the I/O cost.
• Cost analysis. We give a theoretical analysis of the I/O costs of the block placement strategies which are the criteria of block placement selection. We prove the e ciency of PMV by giving theoretical analyses of the performance.
• Experiment. We empirically evaluate PMV using both large real-world and synthetic networks. We emphasize that only our system succeeds in processing the Clueweb12 graph which has 6 billion vertices and 71 billion edges. Also, PMV shows up to 9× faster performance than previous MapReduce-based methods do (see Figure 1 ). e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review existing large-scale graph processing systems and introduce GIM-V primitive for graph mining tasks. In Section 3, we describe the proposed algorithm PMV in detail along with its theoretical analysis. A er showing experimental results in Section 4, we conclude in Section 5. e symbols frequently used in this paper are summarized in Table 1 .
BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS
In this section, we rst review representative graph processing systems and show their limitations on scalability (Section 2.1). en, we outline MapReduce and Spark to highlight the importance of decreasing the amount of shu ed data in improving their performances (Sections 2.2). A er that, we review the GIM-V model for graph algorithms (Section 2.3).
Large-scale Graph Processing Systems
Large-scale graph processing systems can be classi ed into three groups: I/O e cient single-machine systems, distributed-memory systems, and MapReduce-based systems.
I/O e cient graph mining systems [16, 17, 30, 33] handle large graphs with external-memory (i.e., disk) and optimize disk I/O costs to achieve higher performance. Some single-machine systems [35, 44, 52] use accelerators like GPUs to improve performance. However, all of these systems have limited scalability as they use only a single machine.
A typical approach to handle large-scale graphs is using multiple machines. Recently, several graph processing systems using distributed-memory have been proposed: Pregel [36] , GraphLabPowerGraph [13, 34] , Trinity [45] , GraphX [14] , GraphFrames [5] , GPS [43] , Presto [50] , Pregel+ [51] and PowerLyra [4] . Even though these distributed-memory systems achieve faster performance and higher scalability than single machine systems do, they cannot process graphs that do not t into the distributed-memory. Pregelix [3] succeeds in processing graphs whose size exceeds the distributedmemory space by exploiting out-of-core support of Hyracks [1] , a general data processing engine. However, Pregelix uses only a single placement strategy which is similar to PMV vertical , one of our basic proposed methods.
MapReduce-based systems increase the processable graph size as MapReduce is a disk-based distributed system. PEGASUS [25, 28] is a MapReduce-based graph mining library based on a generalized matrix-vector multiplication. SGC [42] is another MapReducebased system exploiting two join operations, namely NE join and EN join. e MapReduce-based systems, however, still have limited scalability because they need to shu e the input matrix and vector repeatedly. UNICORN [32] avoids massive data shu ing by exploiting HBase, a distributed database system on Hadoop, but it reaches another performance bo leneck, intensive random accesses to HBase.
In the next section, we highlight the importance of reducing the amount of shu ed data in MapReduce and Spark.
MapReduce and Spark
MapReduce is a programming model to process large data by parallel and distributed computation. anks to its ease of use, fault tolerance, and high scalability, MapReduce has been applied to various graph mining tasks including computation of radius [27] , triangle [39] , visualization [26] , etc. MapReduce transforms an input set of key-value pairs into another output set of key-value pairs through three steps: map, shu e, and reduce. Each input key-value pair is transformed into a set of key-value pairs (map-step), and all the output pairs from the map-step are grouped by key (shu estep), then, each group of pairs is processed independently of other groups. Finally, an output set of key-value pairs is emi ed (reducestep). e performance of a MapReduce algorithm depends mainly on the amount of shu ed data which are sorted by key requiring massive network and disk I/Os [18] . In each map worker, the output pairs from the map-step are stored in R independent regions on disk according to the key where R is the number of reduce workers (collect and spill). Each map worker outputs key-value pairs into R independent regions on local disks according to the key where R is the number of reduce workers. e pairs stored in R regions 
are shu ed to corresponding reduce workers periodically. As a reduce worker has received all the pairs from the map workers, the reduce worker conducts external-sort to group the key-value pairs according to the key. in order to group the pairs by key (reduce). e performance of a MapReduce algorithm depends mainly on the amount of shu ed data since they require massive network and disk I/Os [18] . Requiring such heavy disk and network I/Os, a large amount of shu ed data signi cantly increases the running time and decreases the stability of the system. Requiring such heavy disk and network I/Os signi cantly increases the running time and decreases the scalability of the system. us, it is important to shrink the amount of shu ed data as much as possible to increase the performance.
Spark [54] is a general data processing engine with an abstraction of data collection called Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) [53] . Each RDD consists of multiple partitions distributed across the machines of a cluster. Each partition has data objects and can be manipulated through operations like map and reduce. Unlike Hadoop, a widely used open-source implementation of MapReduce, RDD partitions are cached in memory or on disks of each worker in the cluster. Due to the in-memory caching, Spark shows a good performance for iterative computation [31, 46] which is necessary for graph mining and machine learning tasks. However, Spark still requires disk I/O [38] since its typical operations with shu ing including join and groupBy operations need to access disks for external-sort. erefore, the e ort to reduce intermediate data to be shu ed is still valuable in Spark.
GIM-V for Graph Algorithms
Several optimized algorithms have been proposed for speci c graph mining tasks such as shortest path computation [6, 24, 37] , connected component computation [41] , and random walk with restart [21] [22] [23] 47] . GIM-V (Generalized Iterative Matrix-Vector Multiplication) [28] , a widely-used graph mining primitive, uni es such graph algorithms by representing them in the form of matrix-vector multiplication. For GIM-V representation, a user needs to describe only three operations for a graph algorithm: combine2, combineAll, and assign. is process can be represented by matrix-vector multiplication.
Consider a matrix M of size n × n, and a vector of size n, where m i, j is the (i, j)-th element of M, and i is the i-th element of for i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n}. en, the operations play the following roles:
• combine2(m i, j , j ): return the combined value x i, j from a matrix element m i, j and a vector element j .
• combineAll({x i,1 , · · · , x i,n }): reduce the input values to a single value r i .
• assign( i , r i ): compute the new i-th vector element i for the next iteration from the current i-th vector element i and the reduced value r i , and check the convergence.
Let M ⊗ be a user-de ned generalized matrix-vector multiplication between the matrix M and the vector . e new i-th vector element i of the result vector of M ⊗ is then:
GIM-V can be considered as a process of passing messages from each vertex to its outgoing neighbors on a graph where m i, j corresponds to an edge from vertex j to vertex i. In Fig- ure 2, vertex 4 receives messages {x 4,1 , x 4,3 , x 4,6 } from incoming neighbors 1, 3, and 6, where x 4, j = combine2(m 4, j , j ) for j ∈ {1, 3, 6}. From the received messages, GIM-V calculates a new value r 4 = combineAll({x 4,1 , x 4,3 , x 4,6 }) for the vertex 4, and then, updates 4 with a new value 4 = assign( 4 , r 4 ).
e updated value 4 is passed to the outgoing neighbors 2 and 5 in the next iteration.
With GIM-V, a user can easily describe various graph algorithms. Table 2 shows implementations of PageRank, random walk with restart, single source shortest path, and connected component on GIM-V, respectively. Note that only few lines of codes are required for the implementations.
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we propose PMV, a scalable algorithm to e ciently perform the GIM-V on distributed systems. PMV greatly increases the scalability by the following ideas:
(1) Pre-partitioning signi cantly shrinks the amount of shufed data. PMV shu es O(|M |) data only once at the beginning while the previous MapReduce algorithms shu e O(|M | + | |) data in each iteration (Section 3.1).
(2) Considering the density of the pre-partitioned matrices enables PMV to minimize the I/O cost by applying the two
v (2) v ( We rst describe the pre-partitioning method in Section 3.1. Once the graph is partitioned, the multiplication method can be classi ed as PMV horizontal and PMV vertical depending on which partitions are processed together on the same machine. We describe the two basic methods in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. In Section 3.4, we analyze the I/O cost of PMV horizontal and PMV vertical , and propose a naïve method, namely PMV selective , that selects one of the two basic methods according to the density of the input graph. A er that, we propose PMV hybrid , our desired method, that uses the two basic methods simultaneously in Section 3.5. Finally, in Section 3.6, we describe how to implement PMV on two popular distributed frameworks, Hadoop and Spark, to show that PMV is general enough to be implemented on any computing frameworks.
PMV: Pre-partitioned Generalized Matrix-Vector Multiplication
How can we e ciently perform GIM-V on distributed systems? e key idea of PMV is based on the observation that the input matrix M never changes and is reused in each iteration, while the vector varies. PMV rst divides the vector into several sub-vectors and partitions the matrix M into corresponding sub-matrices which will be multiplied with each sub-vector respectively. en only sub-vectors are shu ed to the corresponding sub-matrices in the iteration phase, thus avoiding shu ing the entire matrix in every iteration unlike existing MapReduce-based systems which shu e the entire matrix. Note that, even though some distributed-memory systems also do not shu e the matrix by retaining both the matrix and the vector in main memory of each worker redundantly, they fail when the matrix and the vector do not t into the memory while PMV is insensitive to the memory size. PMV consists of two steps: the pre-partitioning and the iterative multiplication.
3.1.1 Pre-partitioning. PMV rst initializes the input vector properly based on the graph algorithm used. For example, is set to 1/| | in PageRank. en, PMV partitions the matrix
where ψ is a vertex partitioning function. Likewise, the vector is also divided into b sub-
We consider the number of workers and the size of vector to determine the number b of blocks. b is set to the number W of workers to maximize the parallelism if | |/M < W , otherwise b is set to O(| |/M) to t a sub-vector into the main memory of size M. Note that this proper se ing for b makes PMV insensitive to the memory size. In Figure 2b , the partitioning function ψ divides the set of vertices {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} into b = 3 subsets {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6}. Accordingly, the matrix and the vector are divided into 3 × 3 sub-matrices, and 3 sub-vectors, respectively; sub-matrices and sub-vectors are depicted with boxes with bold border lines.
3.1.2 Iterative Multiplication. PMV divides the entire problem M ⊗ into b 2 subproblems and solves them in parallel. Sub-
en, i-th sub-vector (i) is calculated by combining (i, j) for all j ∈ {1, · · · , b}. Meanwhile, each worker solves multiple subproblems. e way of distributing subproblems to workers a ects the amount of I/Os. en, how should we assign the subproblems to workers to minimize the I/O cost? In the following subsections, we introduce multiple PMV methods to answer the question. We focus on the I/O cost of handling only vectors because all the methods require the same I/O cost O(|M |) to read the matrix by the local caching of sub-matrices. for each (M (i, :) , ) do in parallel 3: initialize (i )
PMV horizontal : Horizontal Matrix Placement
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combineAll and combine2, respectively; combine2 b (M (i, j) , (j) ) applies combine2(m p,q , q ) for all m p,q ∈ M (i, j) and q ∈ (j) , and combineAll b (X (i, j) ) reduces each row values in X (i, j) into a single value by applying the combineAll operation. A er that, each worker applies the assign b operation where assign b ( (j) , x (j) ) applies assign( p , x p ) for all vertices in {p | p ∈ (j) } and stores the result to the distributed storage (lines 8-9). PMV horizontal repeats this task until convergence.
PMV vertical : Vertical Matrix Placement
PMV vertical uses vertical matrix placement illustrated in Figure 4c to solve the subproblems that share the same input sub-vector in the same worker. By doing so, PMV vertical reads each sub-vector only once in each worker. As described in Algorithm 2, PMV vertical computes (:, j) = { (i, j) | i ∈ {1, · · · , b}} for each j ∈ {1, · · · , b} in parallel (lines 2-11). Given j ∈ {1, · · · , b}, a worker rst loads (j) into the main memory; then, it computes (i, j) by sequentially reading M (i, j) for each i ∈ {1, · · · , b} and stores (i, j) into the distributed storage (lines 3-6). e worker of j is responsible for combining all intermediate data (j,i) for i ∈ {1, · · · , b} stored in the distributed storage into the nal value (j) . A er waiting for all the other workers to nish the sub-multiplication using a barrier (line 7), the worker of j loads (j,i) for i ∈ {1, · · · , b} from the distributed storage (line 8). en, the worker calculates (j) which replaces (j) in the distributed storage (lines 9-10). Note that, the vectors (j,i) do not need to be loaded all at once because the 
combineAll operation is commutative and associative. PMV vertical repeats this task until convergence. 
PMV
where | | is the size of vector and b is the number of vector blocks. 
where | | is the size of vector , |M | is the number of non-zero elements in the matrix M, and b is the number of vector blocks.
P . e expected I/O cost of PMV vertical is the sum of 1) the cost to read the vector from the previous iteration, 2) the cost to transfer the sub-multiplication results between workers using distributed storage, and 3) the cost to write the result vector to the distributed storage. To transfer one of the sub-multiplication results, PMV vertical requires 2 (i, j) of I/O costs: one is for writing the results to distributed storage, and the other is for reading them from the distributed storage. erefore,
where (i, j) is the result vector of sub-multiplication M (i, j) ⊗ (j) . For each vertex u ∈ (i, j) , let X u denote an event that u-th element of (i, j) has a non-zero value. en,
by assuming that every matrix block has the same number of edges (non-zeros). e expected size of the sub-multiplication result is:
Combining (3) and (4), we obtain the claimed I/O cost. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 state that the cost depends on the density of the matrix and the number of vector blocks. Comparing (1) and (2), the condition to prefer horizontal placement over vertical placement is given by (5) .
For sparse matrices, the I/O cost of PMV vertical is lower than that of PMV horizontal . On the other hand, for dense matrices, PMV horizontal has smaller I/O cost than that of PMV vertical . As described in Algorithm 3, PMV selective rst evaluates the condition (5) and selects the best method based on the result.
us, the performance of PMV selective is be er than or at least equal to those of PMV vertical or PMV horizontal . Our experiment (see Section 4.4) shows the e ectiveness of each method according to the matrix density.
PMV hybrid : Using PMV horizontal and PMV vertical Together
PMV hybrid improves PMV selective to further reduce I/O costs by using PMV horizontal and PMV vertical together. e main idea is based on the fact that PMV vertical is appropriate for a sparse matrix while PMV horizontal is appropriate for a dense matrix, as we discussed in Section 3.4. We also observe that density of a matrix block varies across di erent sub-areas of the block. In other words, some areas of each matrix block are relatively dense with many high-degree vertices while the other areas are sparse. Using these observations, PMV hybrid divides each vector block (i) into a sparse region
with vertices whose out-degrees are smaller than a threshold θ and a dense region where each source vertex is in
en, PMV hybrid executes PMV horizontal for the dense area and PMV vertical for the sparse area. Figure 4d illustrates PMV hybrid on 3 × 3 matrix blocks with 3 workers. Algorithm 4 describes PMV hybrid . PMV hybrid performs an additional pre-processing step a er the pre-partitioning step to split each matrix block into the dense and sparse regions (lines 1-2) .
en, each worker rst multiplies all assigned sparse matrix-vector pairs (M ) are multiplied using PMV horizontal and added to the results of the sparse regions (lines 12-16). Finally, each worker splits the result vector into two regions again for next iteration (lines [17] [18] [19] . PMV hybrid repeats this task until convergence like PMV horizontal and PMV vertical do.
e threshold θ to split the sparse and dense regions a ects the performance and the I/O cost of PMV hybrid . If we set θ = 0, PMV hybrid is the same as PMV horizontal because there is no vertex in the sparse regions. On the other hand, if we set θ = ∞, PMV hybrid is the same as PMV vertical because there is no vertex in
s and
for each sub-matrix M
store (i, j) s to distributed storage 8:
for each i ∈ {1, · · · , b } do 12:
13:
14: . PMV hybrid has an expected I/O cost C hb per iteration:
where | | is the size of vector , b is the number of vector blocks, P out (θ ) is the ratio of vertices whose out-degree is less than θ , and p in (d) is the ratio of vertices whose in-degree is d.
P . e expected I/O cost of PMV hybrid is the sum of 1) the cost to read the sparse regions of each vector block, 2) the cost to transfer the sub-multiplication results, 3) the cost to read the dense regions of each vector block, and 4) the cost to write the result vector. Like PMV vertical , PMV hybrid requires 2 (i, j) s of I/O costs to transfer one of the sub-multiplication results by writing the results to distributed storage and reading them from the distributed storage. erefore, , let X u denote an event that u-th element of (i, j) s has a non-zero value. en,
Implementation
In this section, we discuss practical issues to implement PMV on distributed systems. We only discuss the issues related to PMV hybrid because PMV horizontal and PMV vertical are special cases of PMV hybrid , as we discussed in Section 3.5. We focus on famous distributed processing frameworks, Hadoop and Spark. Note that PMV can be implemented on any distributed processing frameworks. 3.6.1 PMV on Hadoop. e pre-partitioning is implemented in a single MapReduce job.
e implementation places the matrix blocks within the same column into a single machine; each matrix element m p,q ∈ M (i, j) moves to j-th reducer during map and shu e steps; a er that, each reducer groups matrix elements into matrix blocks, and divides each matrix block into two regions (sparse and dense) by the given threshold θ . e iterative multiplication is implemented in a single Map-only job. Each mapper solves the assigned subproblems one by one; for each subproblem, a mapper reads the corresponding sub-matrix and the sub-vector from HDFS. e mapper rst computes the sub-multiplication M
s of sparse regions, and waits for all the other mappers to nish the sub-multiplication using a barrier. e result vector (i, j) s of a subproblem is sent to the i-th mapper via HDFS to be merged to (i) . A er that, the sub-multiplications M 3.6.2 PMV on Spark. e pre-partitioning is implemented by a partitionBy and two mapPartitions operations of typical Resilient Distributed Dataset (RDD) API. e partitionBy operation uses a custom partitioner to partition the matrix blocks. e mapPartitions operations output four RDDs, sparseMatRDD, denseMatRDD, sparseVecRDD, and denseVecRDD which contain sparse and dense regions of matrix blocks, and sparse and dense regions of vector blocks, respectively. Each iteration of matrix-vector multiplication is implemented by ve RDD operations. For the sparse regions, the multiplication comprises the following operations: (1) join operation on the sparseMatRDD and the sparseVecRDD to combine vector blocks and matrix blocks, (2) mapPartitions operation to create the partial vector blocks, and (3) reduceByKey operation on the partial vector blocks. In the case of the dense regions, each iteration of the multiplication comprises the following operations: (1) flatMap operation on the denseVecRDD to copy the vector blocks, (2) join operation on the denseMatRDD and the copied denseVecRDD, and (3) mapPartitions operation to create the updated vecRDD. A er both multiplications for the sparse and dense regions, (4) join operation is used to combine the results of multiplications in sparse regions and dense regions. Finally, (5) mapPartitions splits the combined results into sparseVecRDD and denseVecRDD again. We ensure the colocation of relevant matrix blocks and vector blocks by using a custom partitioner.
erefore, each worker runs the join operation combining the sparse matrices and the sparse vectors without network I/Os. e join operation for the dense regions requires network I/Os but only the dense vectors, whose sizes are relatively small in PMV hybrid , are transferred.
EXPERIMENTS
We perform experiments to answer the following questions: Figure 5 : e e ect of the matrix density on running time and I/O. PMV vertical is faster and more I/O e cient than PMV horizontal for sparse graphs while PMV horizontal is faster and more I/O e cient than PMV vertical for a dense graph. PMV hybrid shows the best performance for all cases outperforming other versions of PMV. [29] RMAT26 (RM26) 42,147,725 5,000,000,000 TegViz. 5 [20] Q3. How much does the threshold θ a ect the performance and the amount of I/O of PMV hybrid ? (Section 4.5) Q4. How does PMV scale up with the number of workers?
(Section 4.6) Q5. How does the performance of PMV di er depending on the underlying distributed framework? (Section 4.7)
Datasets
We use real-world graphs to compare PMV to existing systems (Sections 4.3 and 4.6) and a synthetic graph to evaluate the performance of PMV (Section 4.4). e graphs are summarized in Table 3 . Twi er is a who-follows-whom network in Twi er crawled in 2010. YahooWeb, ClueWeb09 and ClueWeb12 are page-level hyperlink networks on the WWW. RMAT [10] is a famous graph generation model that matches the characteristic of real-world networks. We generate an RMAT graph with parameters a = 0.57, b = 0.19, c = 0.19, and d = 0.05 using TegViz [20] , a distributed graph generator.
Environment
We implemented PMV on Hadoop and Spark, which are famous distributed processing frameworks. Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.6 show the experimental results on Hadoop. e result on Spark is in Section 4.7. We compare PMV to existing graph processing systems: PEGASUS, GraphX, GraphLab, and Giraph. PEGASUS is a disk-based system, and the others are distributed-memory based systems.
We run our experiments on a cluster of 17 machines; one is a master and the others are for workers. Each machine is equipped with an Intel E3-1240v5 CPU (quad-core, 3.5GHz), 32GB of RAM, and 4 hard disk drives. A machine that is not the master runs 4 workers, each with 1 CPU core and 6GB of RAM. All the machines are connected via 1 Gigabit Ethernet. Hadoop 2.7.3, Spark 2.0.1 and MPICH 3.0.4 are installed on the cluster.
Performance of PMV
We compare the running time of PMV and competitors (PEGASUS, GraphX, GraphLab, and Giraph) on ClueWeb12; induced subgraphs with varying number of edges are used. For each system, we run the PageRank algorithm with 8 iterations. Figure 1 shows the running time of all systems on various graph sizes. We emphasize that only PMV succeeds in processing the entire ClueWeb12 graph. e memory-based systems fail on graphs with more than 2.3 billion edges due to out of memory error, while PEGASUS fails to process graphs with 9 billion edges within 5 hours. e underlying causes are as follows. Giraph requires that all the out-edges of the assigned vertices are stored in the main memory of the worker. However, this requirement can be easily broken since highly skewed degree distribution is likely to lead to out of memory error. GraphLab uses the vertex-cut partitioning method and copies the vertices to the multiple workers which have the edges related to the vertices. e edges and the copied vertices are stored in the main memory of each worker, and incur the out of memory error. GraphX uses the same approach as GraphLab, but succeeds in processing a graph which GraphLab fails to process because Spark, its underlying data processing engine, uses both the disk and the main memory of each worker. Even GraphX, however, fails to process graphs with more than 2.3 billion edges due to huge number of RDD partitions.
E ect of Matrix Density
We evaluate the performance of PMV on graphs with varying density. e results are in Figure 5 . Twi er, YahooWeb, and ClueWeb09 are real-world sparse graphs where the matrix density |M |/| | 2 is less than 10 −7 while RMAT26 is a synthetic dense graph where the matrix density is larger than 10 −7 . As we discussed in Section 3.4, the vertical placement is appropriate for a sparse graph while the horizontal placement is appropriate for a dense graph. Figures 5a and 5b verify the relation between the performance and the density of graph. PMV vertical shows a be er performance than PMV horizontal when the input matrix is sparse. On the other hand, if the matrix is dense, PMV horizontal provides a be er performance than PMV vertical . PMV selective shows the same performance as the best of PMV horizontal and PMV vertical as we expected. PMV hybrid signi cantly reduces the amount of I/O for both sparse and dense graphs, and improves the performance up to 18% from PMV selective .
E ect of reshold θ
We iterate PMV hybrid based PageRank algorithm 30 times on Twitter graph varying threshold θ . Figure 6 presents the e ect of the threshold on the running time and the amount of I/O. PMV vertical (θ = ∞) shows be er performance and lower amount of I/O than PMV horizontal (θ = 0), as we expected, because Twi er is sparse with density lower than 10 −7 . PMV hybrid achieves the best performance with θ = 200: in the se ing PMV hybrid shows 44% decreased amount of I/O compared to that of PMV vertical , from 318GB to 178GB. Note that θ = 100 gives the minimum amount of I/O while θ = 200 gives the fastest running time. A possible explanation is that skewness of in-degree distribution of dense area and out-degree distribution of sparse area a ects the running times of horizontal and vertical computations of PMV hybrid , respectively; however, the di erence is minor and does not change the conclusion that PMV hybrid outperforms all other versions of PMV.
Machine Scalability
We evaluate the machine scalability of PMV and competitors by running the PageRank algorithm with varying number of workers on YahooWeb. Figure 7 shows the speedup according to the number of workers from 16 to 64; the speedup is de ned as t 16 /t n , where t n is the running time with n workers. We omit GraphLab, Giraph, and GraphX because they fail to process the YahooWeb graph on 16 workers. PMV shows linear machine scalability with slope close to 1, while PEGASUS does with a much smaller slope. PEGASUS su ers from the curse of the last reducer problem [49] which is incurred by the high-degree vertices. PMV overcomes the problem by treating the high-degree vertices in multiple workers. e running time of PMV on Hadoop and Spark. PMV is faster on Spark than on Hadoop when the graph is small. On large graphs, however, PMV runs faster on Hadoop than on Spark (see Section 4.7 for details). Figure 8 shows the performance of PMV according to underlying systems: Hadoop and Spark. We use ClueWeb12 with varying number of edges as in Section 4.3. When the graph is small, PMV on Spark beats PMV on Hadoop. is is because Spark is highly optimized for iterative computation; Spark requires much less start-up and clean-up time for each iteration than Hadoop does. When the graph is large, however, PMV on Spark falls behind PMV on Hadoop. PMV on Spark requires more memory than PMV on Hadoop since Spark's RDD is immutable; for updating a vector, PMV on Spark creates a new vector requiring additional memory while PMV on Hadoop updates the vector in-place. Accordingly, when the graph is large, PMV on Spark needs to partition the input vector into smaller blocks than PMV on Hadoop does. is makes the performance of PMV on Spark worse than that of PMV on Hadoop for large graphs.
Underlying Engine
CONCLUSION
We propose PMV, a scalable graph mining method based on generalized matrix-vector multiplication on distributed systems. PMV exploits both horizontal and vertical placement strategies to reduce I/O costs. PMV shows up to 16× larger scalability than existing distributed memory methods, 9× faster performance than existing disk-based ones, and linear scalability for the number of edges and machines. Future research directions include a graph partitioning algorithm that improves the performance of graph mining algorithms based on distributed matrix-vector multiplication.
